STAMFORD RISK ANALYTICS

Stamford Risk Analytics CEO to Deliver Keynote Address at GCOR IV
Presenting A New Approach for Managing Operational Risk
January 12, 2010 – Stamford Risk Analytics (SRA) President and CEO, Ali Samad-Khan,
a globally renowned risk management expert, will deliver a keynote address at the
upcoming Global Conference on Operational Risk (GCOR IV) in Boston on March
17-18, 2010. Mr. Samad-Khan will be presenting “A New Approach for Managing
Operational Risk – Addressing the Issues Underlying the Global Financial Crisis.”
Mr. Samad-Khan was a primary author of a recently released report on the
same topic, published by the Joint Risk Management Section of the Society of
Actuaries, the Canadian Institute of Actuaries and the Casualty Actuarial Society.
Owing to the fact that operational failure has played a role in virtually every catastrophic
financial loss that has taken place during the past 20 years and was also the underlying
cause of the 2008 global financial crisis, Mr. Samad-Khan’s presentation will focus on
the following key themes:
•

Why does risk management need to be reinvented?

•

What changes need to be made to our existing risk taxonomy?

•

How should risk information be used in business decision analysis?

•

What is principal-agent risk? Why must this risk be mitigated in order to prevent
another financial crisis and how can this be accomplished?

With more than 13 years experience in risk management, Mr. Samad-Khan has been
an authoritative speaker at numerous risk management conferences around the
world. He has also served as an advisor to many of the world’s largest corporations,
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multi-lateral institutions and national and international regulators. His provocative
articles and white papers have served as a catalyst for change in the way many
organizations manage risk.
GCOR IV is the fourth annual operational risk conference organized by the Risk
Management Association (RMA). The RMA is a member-driven professional
association whose purpose is to advance the use of sound risk principles in the
financial services industry. More information on GCOR IV is available at www.rmahq.org.
About Stamford Risk Analytics
SRA is a leading provider of enterprise risk management (ERM) products and services. The firm
offers a unique set of four software products designed to make implementing Modern ERM a
practical reality. The firm also offers educational seminars and advisory and consulting services.
More information about SRA is available at www.stamfordrisk.com.
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